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a b s t r a c t
The notion of succinct indexes can be dated back from the debut of Jacobson’s thesis (1988)
[14], and has triggered many results in the last decade. In traditional indexing, some
given data are preprocessed so as to support online queries (and updates) on the data as
efficiently as possible. When succinctness is involved, we are restricted to index the data
using only an information–theoreticallyminimum number of bits.
This paper concerns the succinct indexing schemes for a well-studied problem called
Searchable Partial Sums (SPS). In SPS, an array A of n non-negative k-bit integers is
preprocessed so as to support online sum and search queries, and possibly update
operation of individual entry. A succinct indexing scheme would allow only kn + o(kn)
bits to represent the array A. The only known result is that when k = 1 (in this case, it is
known as the Dynamic Bit Array Problem), we can support both queries in O(logb n) time
and update in O(b) amortized time for any bwith lg n/ lg lg n ≤ b ≤ n.
This paper shows that even for k = O(lg lg n), we can index A succinctly such that
both query and update operations can be supported using the same time complexities.
Moreover, the time for update becomes the worst-case time. Furthermore, the tradeoff
between the query times and the update time is optimal as implied by Paˇtraşcu and
Demaine’s lower bound result (2006) [24].
In general when k = O(lgU), we show a lower bound of Ω(√lg n/ lg lg n) time for
the search query irrespective of the update time. This gives a tighter lower bound as
compared to that of Paˇtraşcu and Demaine’s, which is a consequence of the requirement
of succinctness. On the other hand, we give a succinct index that can support sum
in O(logb n) time, search in O(τ logb n) time, and update in O(b) time, where τ =
min

lg lg n lg lgU/ lg lg lgU,
√
lg n/ lg lg n

. The query times are optimal when b = nϵ .
This paper also extends the Searchable Partial Sums with insert and delete
operations, and provides a succinct data structure for some cases.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The size of electronic data is growing exponentially, and the growth rate is now exceeding that of computer memory. To
battle the information avalanche, the quest for highly space-efficient or succinct data structures, which are asymptotically
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optimal in operation times, is desirable, and has continuously attracted many researchers [2,4,5,11,14,15,18–23,25,26,12,
8,9]. In this paper, we revisit a well-studied data structure problem called Searchable Partial Sums, and provide succinct
solutions to that. We assume a unit-cost word RAM with word size O(lgU) bits,1 in which standard arithmetic and bitwise
boolean operations on word-sized operands can be performed in constant time [1,13].
Let A[1], A[2], . . . , A[n] be a sequence of n non-negative k-bit numbers with n ≤ U . The Searchable Partial Sums problem
maintains the sequence under two query operations sum and search, and an update operation as follows:
sum(i): returns the value
∑i
t=1 A[t].
search(j): returns the smallest i such that sum(i) ≥ j.
update(i, δ): set A[i] ← A[i] + δ, such that 0 ≤ A[i] + δ ≤ 2k − 1
and δ is an integer with− lgO(1) n ≤ δ ≤ lgO(1) n.
The special case when k = 1 is commonly known as the Dynamic Bit Vector problem, which maintains a bit vector of
length n under two query operations rank and select, and an update operation flip. These operations are essentially
the sum, search and update, respectively. In what follows, we adopt the above common notations when dealing with bit
vectors.
1.1. Related work
The Searchable Partial Sums (SPS) originated from a related problem called Partial Sums (PS), which does not consider
the search query. Both problems are well-studied and have a rich history of upper bound and lower bound results. For
PS, Fredman and Saks [10] showed that in the cell probe model, an intermixed sequence of n queries and updates requires
Ω(lg n/ lg lg n) amortized time per operation.2 Dietz [7] proposed a data structure of Θ(n lg n) bits that supports sum and
update optimally in O(lg n/ lg lg n) time, for k = Θ(lg n). Raman et al. [25] generalized the result to k = O(lgU), and
reduced the space required to kn + o(kn) bits. This space is information–theoretically optimal within a lower-order term.
In particular, they gave a tradeoff result that supports sum in O(logb n) time and update in O(b) time, for any parameter
b ≥ lg n/ lg lg n. Note that when b = lg n/ lg lg n, all operations take O(lg n/ lg lg n) time.
For SPS, the lower bound result was open for a long time and was only obtained recently by Paˇtraşcu and Demaine [24].
They showed that when the query time is tq, the update time is tu, and lg δ = o(lgU), the following interesting tradeoff must










For all upper bound results discussed in our paper, tu = Ω(lgO(1) n)while lgU can generally be as small as lg n, so the above





Earlier, Raman et al. [25] gave a succinct index that supports all operations in O(lg n/ lg lg n)worst-case time. Concerning
tradeoff, they only gave a succinct solution for k = 1, with O(logb n) time for rank (sum) and select (search), while O(b)
time for flip (update); however, the update time became amortized instead of worst-case. Nevertheless, the tradeoff
between the query times and update time is still optimal as implied by Paˇtraşcu and Demaine’s bound. There are two open
questions:
1. Can we improve the amortized update time to worst-case time for k = 1?
2. Can we achieve the same tradeoff for k > 1?
1.2. Our results
In this paper, we investigate the Searchable Partial Sums for different ranges of k, and propose corresponding succinct
structures that allow a tradeoff between query and update times. The results are summarized in Table 1. The space of the
structures are all kn + o(kn) bits. For k = 1, we can support sum and search in O(logb n) time, while update in worst-
case O(b) time. This improves the previous result which requires amortized update time, and answers affirmatively to the
first open question. Furthermore, we extend the same tradeoff for k = O(lg lg n), thus answering partly to the second open
question.
In addition, our data structures are the first to simultaneously achieve succinctness, optimal tradeoff, and worst-case
performance.
1 We use the notation lg n and logb n to denote the base-2 and base-b logarithm of n, respectively.
2 If we relax the memory model such that individual bits may be shared by several words, Brodnik et al. [3] showed that it is possible to perform both
query and update simultaneously in O(1) time.
3 Indeed, they also obtained a lower bound for the other case when lg δ = Ω(lgU), and proposed non-succinct indexing schemes achieving the optimal
tradeoffs in both cases.
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Table 1
Tradeoff results on succinct SPS problem.
References sum search update Remarks
[25] O(logb n) O(logb n) amortized O(b) k = 1,a
O(logb n) – O(b) k = O(lg lg n)
O(logb n) – O(b) k = O(lgU)
This paper O(logb n) O(logb n) O(b) k = 1,a
O(logb n) O(logb n) O(b) k = O(lg lg n),a
O(logb n) O(τ logb n) O(b) k = O(lgU)
This paper Ω
√
lg n/ lg lg n

k = O(lgU)
a a indicates the tradeoff is optimal as implied by [24].
For the general case when k = O(lgU), we give a negative example for the open problem, by showing a lower
bound of Ω(
√
lg n/ lg lg n) time for search irrespective of the update time. This gives a tighter lower bound tradeoff
as compared to [24], which is a consequence of the succinctness requirement. On the other hand, we propose
an index that can support sum in O(logb n) time, update in O(b) time and search in O(τ logb n) time, where
τ = min lg lg n lg lgU/ lg lg lgU,√lg n/ lg lg n. The query times are optimal when b = nϵ for any fixed ϵ > 0.
Technically speaking, the previous indexes and our indexes are both variants of the segment tree [17]. When k = 1, the
existing method [25] maintains a weight-balanced B-tree (WBB tree) of Dietz [7], the updating of which can only be done in
amortized time. In this paper, we modified the WBB tree so that the relevant information for efficient query can be stored
in the internal nodes compactly, and can be updated efficiently. Consequently, we have a better solution for the select
query, such that the select time is maintained, while the flip time becomes the worst-case time.
When k > 1, we observe that search can be supported efficiently by coupling an efficient WBB tree with our new
solution to the Dynamic Bit Vector problem. The idea is to divide the input array into fixed-sized groups, and use a bit vector
to remember those groups whose sum of elements is positive. With select, we can access any positive-sum groups easily.
Then, we can focus on those positive-sum groups, and use our WBB tree to manage them.
We also consider the Searchable Partial Sums with Indel (SPS-indel) problem. This problem extends the Searchable
Partial Sums problem to consider a resizable sequence, which supports insert and delete operations as follows:
insert(i, x): insert a new integer x between A[i] and A[i+ 1].
delete(i): remove the entry A[i] from the sequence.
When the sequence consists of only positive k-bit integers and k = O(1), we provide a kn + o(kn)-bit data structure that
supports sum and search in O(logb n) time, update in O(b) time, while insert and delete in amortized O(b) time for
b ≥ lgO(1) U , where n is the current size of the sequence. On the other hand, if we are given an extra O(Uϵ)-bit pre-computed
table for any fixed ϵ > 0, we can extend k to O(lg lgU), and all the three update operations can be supported in worst-case
O(b) time.4
The paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces some basic lemmas for building our data structures.
Section 3 discusses the data structure for Searchable Partial Sums with Indel. In Sections 4–6, we investigate the Searchable
Partial Sums for k = 1, O(lg lg n), and O(lgU), respectively. Concluding remarks are given in Section 7.
2. Preliminaries
The following lemma, which is cited from Corollary 2 of [25], forms part of the result in the Dynamic Bit Vector problem.
Lemma 1 ([25], Corollary 2)). Given a bit vector of length n and an auxiliary data structure of o(n) bits of space, we can support
rank in O(logb n) time and flip in O(b) time, for any parameter b with lg n/ lg lg n ≤ b ≤ n.
On the other hand, with minor adaptation to Theorem 2 of [25], we have the following lemma which handles part of the
general Searchable Partial Sums problem.
Lemma 2 ([25], Theorem 2 with Minor Adaptation). Given a sequence of n non-negative k-bit integers that is stored in an array,
where k = O(lgU), and an auxiliary data structure of o(kn) bits of space, we can support sum and search in O(logb n) time and
update in O(b) time for any parameter b with lg n/ lg lg n ≤ b ≤ lgO(1) n.
Next, we give three more lemmas which serve as the fundamental tools for our data structure. The first one shows that
sum and search can be supported efficiently over a short sequence of integers. The second one handles a special case for
the Searchable Partial Sums, which is rephrased from Lemma 2 of [25]. The third one is on an auxiliary data structure for
static rank, which is rephrased from a result in [14].
4 Recently, Mäkinen and Navarro [16] proposed succinct solutions to a related problem called dynamic rank and select, where the problem is to maintain
a resizable sequence of k-bit integers while supporting efficient rank and select queries. When k = 1, their problem and our problem are equivalent.
In this case, their succinct solution requires nH0 + o(n) bits of space, where H0 is the empirical order-0 entropy of the array, and supports all operations
(queries and updates) in O(lg n) time.
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Lemma 3. Suppose that we have a sequence G of non-negative k-bit integers that is stored in an array, where |G| = lgO(1) L and
k = O(lg lg L) for some L ≤ U. Together with an auxiliary data structure of o(|G|) bits of space and a pre-computed table of size
O(Lϵ) bits for any fixed ϵ > 0, we can support sum, search and update in O(1) time. Moreover, the auxiliary data structure
can be constructed in O(|G| lg lg L/ lg L) time.
Proof. We construct a complete (lg L/ lg lg L)-ary tree over the integers of G. Each internal node of the tree stores the total
sum of integers under the node. Since each sum is at most |G| · 2k = O(lgO(1) L), it can be stored using O(lg lg L) bits. Thus,
we can pack the sums of the children of each internal node together into O(lg L) bits.
Then, update takes time proportional to the height of the tree, which is O(1). On the other hand, sum and search can
be implemented by traversing the tree from the root to a leaf, examining the sums under all the children of a node at each
level in O(1) time using table lookup. Again, the total time for sum and search is O(1).
Finally, there are O(|G| lg lg L/ lg L) nodes in the tree and each occupies O(lg lg L) bits. The total space is thus o(|G|) bits.
Moreover, the auxiliary data structure can be constructed by a pre-order traversal in the tree, spending O(1) time per node
using table lookup. Thus, the construction time follows. 
Lemma 4 ([25], Lemma 2). Given a sequence of n non-negative k-bit integers, where k = O(lgU), there is a data structure of
size O(kn) bits that supports sum, search and update in O(lg n/ lg lg n) time.
Lemma 5 (Rephrased from [14,6]). Given a bit vector of length n and an auxiliary data structure of o(n) bits of space, we can
support rank in O(1) time. The construction of the auxiliary data structure takes o(n) time.
3. Searchable Partial Sums with Indel
This section discusses the Searchable Partial Sums with Indel (SPS-indel) problem. Apart from Lemma 6 below which
will form a key component of our succinct index for the dynamic bit vector problem (Section 4), all the other results deal
with the special cases of SPS-indel and they are shown for independent interests.
Lemma 6. Let L be a fixed bound. Given a sequence of z ≤ L integers p1, . . . , pz with x/2 ≤ pi ≤ x for some x, there is a data
structure of size O(z lg(bxL)) bits that supports sum and search in O(max{logb z, 1}) time, and update, insert and delete
in O(b) time, for all b ≥ (logb z)2.
To prove the above lemma, wemaintain a weight-balanced B-tree (WBB tree) over the z integers as follows. Each integer
represents a leaf, and all the leaves are at the same depth. Define level of a node to be the height of the tree minus the depth
of the node, and defineweight of a node to be the total sum of integers under the node. Each internal node at level imaintains
an invariant that its weight is at least bix/2 and at most bix.
For each internal node at level i, we store:
• The LW -value, which is the sum of integers under all its left siblings. (Note: the LW -value is stored using (i + 1) lg(bx)
bits.)5
• The LN-value, which is the number of integers under all its left siblings. (Note: the LN-value is stored using (i + 1) lg b
bits.)
• An auxiliary data structureD1 that returns the leftmost child such that its LW -value is at least j, for any j, in O(1) time.
The data structure occupies O(b) bits, and can be constructed in O(b) time.
• An auxiliary data structure D2 that returns the leftmost child such that its LN-value is at least j, for any j, in O(1) time.
The data structure occupies O(b) bits, and can be constructed in O(b) time.
• Pointers to its children, each using O(lg L) bits.
For each leaf node, we simply store the LW -value and the LN-value. Both of them are stored using lg(bx) bits.
Suppose the auxiliary data structures D1 and D2 work with the claimed bounds. Immediately, we have the following
propositions.
Proposition 1. The space occupied by the above B-tree is O(z lg(bxL)) bits.
Proof. There are at most O(z/bi) internal nodes at level i, as each node has at least b/2 children. Then, the total space
occupied by the internal nodes is at most:
O(logb z)−
i=1
O(z/bi · ((i+ 1) lg(bx)+ b+ b log L)) = O(z lg(bxL)) bits.
For the z leaves, each occupies O(lg(bx)) bits. In conclusion, the total space follows. 
Proposition 2. It takes O(logb z) time to perform search and sum operations by the above WBB tree.
5 For simplicity of exposition, we will assume the terms lg(bx), lg b, and bix/2 to be integers.
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Proof. To support search(j), we can traverse from the root to the leaf of psearch(j). The required answer is the sum of the
LN-values of all nodes on the traversal path. To perform the traversal, we first examine the auxiliary data structure D1 of
the root, and find the leftmost child c whose LW -value is at least j in O(1) time. It is easy to check that the subtree of the
immediate left sibling of c (say, c ′) contains the leaf psearch(j). Hence, c ′ is on the traversal path. Let j′ be equal to j minus
the LW -value of c ′. Observe that the problem is now reduced to search(j′) among all leaves in the subtree of c ′, and the
remaining traversal can proceed similarly. Since advancing downward by one level takes O(1) time, and the height of the
tree is O(logb z), the time for search follows. Similarly, sum(i) can be supported in O(logb z) time by traversing from the
root to the leaf of pj, adding LW -values on the traversed path, consultingD2 and subtracting LN-values at each level. 
Proposition 3. It takes O(b) time to support update, insert or delete in the above WBB tree.
Proof. To support update, insert or delete, we follow the standard procedure of updating a B-tree. In particular, a leaf
would be updated, inserted or deleted. Observe that in general, only those nodes that lie on the path (say, P) from the leaf
to the root are required to modify theD1 andD2 structures, so that the modification takes a total of O(b logb z) time. In the
special case when splitting or merging of tree nodes occur in the B-tree updates, the total time will at most be doubled. On
the other hand, all right siblings of the nodes on the path P need to modify the LN-value and LW -value. As there are at most
O(b logb z) of them, the total time is again O(b logb z).
Thus, the total time to modify the tree is O(b logb z). By setting b to b1/2, this time becomes O(b) because b ≥ (logb z)2,
while the time for sum and search remains unchanged. Thus, the time for the three update operations follows. 
Now, it remains to describe the auxiliary data structures D1 and D2 in an internal node, as shown in the following
proposition.
Proposition 4. Auxiliary data structuresD1 andD2 can work with the claimed bounds.
Proof. To implement D1 for each internal node, one way is to use a bit vector such that the ith entry is marked as 1, if
one of LW -values of its children is i. Together with an auxiliary data structure of Lemma 5 that supports a O(1)-time rank
operation on this bit vector, the required query onD1 can be answered by a rank query.
Observe that the sum of integers under each level-i node is at least bix/2 and at most bix. A brute force approach would
require bix(1 + o(1)) bits for an internal node at level i, which is too spacious. However, the observation also implies the
sum under each child of a level-i node is at least bi−1x/2, so that for the LW -values of all these children, the largest multiples
of bi−1x/2 that are smaller than each of these LW -values are distinct. Thus when the LW -values of all these children are
divided (taking the floor) by bi−1x/2, each gives a distinct value of at most 2b. In other words, the LW -values of the children
(after dividing by bi−1x/2) can be stored in 2b(1 + o(1)) bits, while we still can answer the required query on D1 in O(1)
time. Moreover, the construction of this data structure takes O(b) time. The auxiliary data structureD2 can be constructed
and stored similarly. 
Lemma 6 is proved by combining Propositions 1–4.
3.1. Application of Lemma 6: succinct index for SPS-indel
Based on Lemma 6, we can show the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 1. Let L be a fixed bound, with L ≤ U. Suppose that we have a sequence of n positive k-bit integers, where n ≤ L and
k = O(lg lg L). Then, there is a data structure of kn + o(kn) bits of space, such that together with a pre-computed table of O(Lϵ)
bits for any fixed ϵ > 0, it can support sum or search in O(max{logb n, 1}) time, update, insert or delete in O(b) time, for
any lgO(1) L ≤ b ≤ LO(1).
Proof. For ease of discussion, we assume at the moment that k = o(lg lg L). We maintain two auxiliary data structures, one
for sum and and one for search.
Assume that the sequence is s1, s2, . . . . Firstly, we partition the elements into groups of size at least (lg L/ lg lg L)3 and at
most 2(lg L/ lg lg L)3, where elements in the same group are stored in consecutive locations. Each group is then maintained
by Lemma 3. In addition, we will maintain the following auxiliary data structures to handle the actual queries and updates.
Auxiliary data structure for sum: Let Gx denote the xth group, and nx denote its size. Then, to support sum, we construct
a data structureW1 of Lemma 6 on all the nx’s. Notice that if a search(i) query onW1 returns x, it indicates that the element
si is located in Gx. In order to support sum, we need to augment the WBB ofW1 with the following things. Firstly, each leaf
stores a pointer to the corresponding group. Secondly, in each node u, we store a TW -value (true-weight) which is the total
sum of elements in those groups such that the corresponding leaves are under the left siblings of u.
To support sum(i) over the input sequence, we first perform a search(i) query onW1 to locate the group Gx that contains
si. Then, the sum (say, y) of the TW -values on the traversal path indicates the total sum of elements in the groups preceding
Gx. Afterwards, a sum(x− 1) query onW1 returns a value i′, which is the total number of elements preceding Gx. To obtain
the required answer, it remains to perform a sum(i− i′) query within Gx by Lemma 3, and add the result to y. The total time
used is O(logb n) by straightforward calculation.
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For the space, allW1’s in total require o(n) bits (setting z = n/(lg L/ lg lg L)3 and x = O((lg L/ lg lg L)3) in Lemma 6), and
we need o(n) bits for all augmented TW -values and the pointers in the leaves. For the groups, they occupy o(n) bits in total.
Thus, the auxiliary data structure for sum is of o(n) bits.
Auxiliary data structure for search: First, wewill ignore the groupswhose sum is 0, and join any remaining groupwith
its adjacent groups until the sumof their elements exceeds (lg L/ lg lg L)3.We call this a super-group. Note that a super-group
may just come from one group, and may come from at most (lg L/ lg lg L)3 groups joining together.
For each super-group SG, we partition elements of SG into units, so that the sum of each unit is at least (lg L/ lg lg L)3 and
at most 2(lg L/ lg lg L)3. Notice that each super-group has at most 2k = O(lg L) units. Each unit has O(lgO(1) L) elements, and
is maintained by Lemma 3.
Let Ux denote the xth unit, and σx be the sum of its elements. Then, to support search, we construct a data structureW2
of Lemma 6 to maintain all σx’s from all super-groups. Notice that if a search(j) query onW2 returns x, it indicates that the
element ssearch(j) is located inUx. In order to support search, we need to augment theWBB ofW2 with the following things.
Firstly, each leaf stores a pointer to the corresponding unit. Then, in each node u of W2, we store a TC-value (true-count)
which is the total number of elements in those units such that the corresponding leaves are under the left siblings of u.
Now, to support search(j) among the input sequence, we first perform a search(j) query onW2 to locate the unit Ux
that contains ssearch(j). Then, the sum (say, y) of the TC-values on the traversal path indicates the total number of elements in
the units preceding Ux. Afterwards, a sum(x−1) query onW2 returns a value j′, which is the total sum of elements preceding
Ux. To obtain the required answer, it remains to perform a search(j − j′) query within Ux by Lemma 3, and add the result
to y. The total time used is O(logb n) by straightforward calculation.
For the space, the auxiliary data structures for all units (Lemma 3) occupy o(n) bits. Next, W2 requires o(n) bits (set
z = O(2kn/(lg L/ lg lg L)3) and x = O(lg L/ lg lg L)3 in Lemma 6). We also have a total of O(n/(lg L/ lg lg L)3) augmented
TC-values and augmented leaf pointers, each requiring O(lg L) bits; their space in total occupies
O(n/(lg L/ lg lg L)3) · O(lg L) = O(n(lg lg L)3/(lg L)2) = o(n) bits.
Summing the above, the auxiliary data structure for search takes o(n) bits.
Modification due to update, insert or delete: To modify the auxiliary structures due to insert or delete, we
re-construct all the affected groups and super-groups, and re-construct all the corresponding underlying units, and update
W1 andW2 accordingly. Note that only a constant number of groups and super-groups are affected. Since construction time
for the data structure of Lemma 3 depends on the size of the sequence stored, each group and all its underlying units can be
re-constructed in a total of O((lg L/ lg lg L)2) time. ForW1, it can be fixed in O(b) time by Lemma 6. On the other hand, each
super-group has at most O(lgO(1) L) elements so that the affected super-group can be updated in O(lgO(1) L) = O(b) time.
Then within theWBB ofW2, at most O(lg L) units are re-constructed, so thatW2 can be modified in O(b lg L) time. By setting
b to b1/2, the total update time becomes O(b) without affecting the time for sum and search. Thus, the total time for both
update operations is O(b). Finally, notice that update can be done by a delete followed by an insert (or vice versa), so it
takes O(b) time as well.
Extension for k = O(lg lg n): Notice that the above auxiliary data structures alsoworkwell for k = O(lg lg L), except that
the space forW2, which is proportional to 2k, may become too large. This space issue can be handled by a slight modification
such that the elements of the input sequence are partitioned into larger groups of size at least (lg L/ lg lg L)O(1) and at most
2(lg L/ lg lg L)O(1) instead. 
The previous theorem handles the case when the maximum length L of a sequence is known in advance. To handle a
more general case when L is unknown, we have the following corollary:
Corollary 1. Given a sequence of n positive k-bit integers, where k = O(1), there is a data structure of size kn+ o(kn) bits that
supports sum and search in O(max{logb n, 1}) time, update in O(b) time, while insert and delete in amortized O(b) time,
for any lgO(1) U ≤ b ≤ UO(1).
Proof. When n ≤ 22k , we have n = O(1) and any query or update operations can be supported inO(1) time directly without
any auxiliary data structure. In what follows, we assume that n > 22
k
.
The basic idea is to apply Theorem 1 on the input sequence, and to use a pre-computed table whose size varies on n.
Denote Li = 22i for i = k, k+ 1, . . . . We maintain the invariant that, when the size of the pre-computed table is O(Lϵi ) bits,
we have Li ≤ n ≤ 2Li+1. Under this invariant, the input sequence can be maintained by Theorem 1with L = 2Li+1. Since the
size of the pre-computed table is O(Lϵi ) which is at most O(n
ϵ) bits, the total space of the data structure, together with the
pre-computed table, is kn+ o(kn) bits. Also, we can support sum and search in O(max{logb n, 1}) time. Moreover, insert,
delete and update can be done in O(b) time, unless the invariant condition is violated.
When a violation event occurs, the invariant can be maintained as follows. If a new integer is inserted so that n exceeds
2Li+1, we set L = 2Li+2 and construct a new pre-computed table of size O(Lϵi+1) bits, which takes O(Lϵi+1) time. Then, we
apply Theorem 1 to rebuild the whole structure, which takes O(bLi+1) time. Note that when such a case occurs, there must
be at least Li+1 insert operations since the last violation event. Thus, the rebuilding time can be paid by these insert
operations, so that insert now takes amortized O(b) time.
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Similarly, when an integer is deleted from the sequence so that n drops below Li, we set L = 2Li and construct a new pre-
computed table of size O(Lϵi−1) bits, which takes O(L
ϵ
i−1) time. Then, we rebuild the whole structure which takes O(bLi) time.
Note that there must be at least Li delete operations since the last violation event. Thus, the rebuilding time can be paid
by these delete operations, so that delete now takes amortized O(b) time. This completes the proof of the corollary. 
4. Dynamic bit vector
This section investigates the tradeoff between query and update times for the dynamic bit vector problem. Our target
aims at proving the following theorem:
Theorem 2. Given a bit vector of length n and an auxiliary data structure of o(n) bits, we can support rank and select in
O(logb n) time, and flip in O(b) time, for any parameter b with lg n/ lg lg n ≤ b ≤ n.
By Lemma 2, we can show that the above theorem is correct for any parameter b that is between lg n/ lg lg n and lg2 n.
Then, Lemma 1 implies that we have an auxiliary data structure of o(n) bits that supports rank in O(logb n) time and flip
in O(b) time, for lg2 n ≤ b ≤ n. To complete the proof of the above theorem, it remains to design an auxiliary data structure
on the bit vector, that supports select in O(logb n) time and flip in O(b) time, for any b ≥ lgO(1) n. The data structure is
shown in following lemma, which makes use of Lemma 6 (Section 3) as a building block.
Lemma 7. Given a bit vector X of length n and an auxiliary data structure of o(n) bits of space, we can support select in
O(logb n) time and flip in O(b) time, for any parameter b with lg
2 n ≤ b ≤ n.
Proof. We use a data structure to maintain all the positions p such that X[p] = 1. The positions are first partitioned into
groups, where each groupmaintains its size to be at least lg2 n and at most 2 lg2 n. TheΘ(lg2 n) positions within each group
are organized as follows, so that for any j, we can report the jth smallest position within the group in O(1) time.
• We store sp and lp explicitly, where sp and lp denote the smallest and the largest positions among the group.
• For the remaining positions,
– if lp− sp ≥ lg4 n, they are stored explicitly, so that for any j, the jth smallest position can be returned immediately.
– Otherwise, we use Lemma 3 to store an auxiliary data structure of size o(lp− sp) bits for the bit vector X[sp..lp]. Note
that the jth smallest position can be found by selecting the jth 1 in X[sp..lp].
Now, let Gi be the ith group and si denote its size. Since each value of si is between lg2 n and 2 lg2 n, we can build a data
structureW to maintain all the si’s using Lemma 6.
To support select(j), we perform search(j) on W . It returns x and indicates that Gx is the group that stores the jth
smallest position. Then, we obtain j′ = sum(x− 1) fromW , which represents the number of positions stored in the groups
preceding Gx. We can see that the required position of select(j) is stored as the (j− j′)th smallest value in Gx.
For time complexity, as there are O(n/ lg2 n) values stored inW , search in this part takes O(logb n) time. On the other
hand, finding the (j− j′)th smallest position in Gx takes O(1) time. Thus, the time for select follows.
As for the space,W occupies O((n/ lg2 n) lg(b lg2 n)) = o(n) bits. For the groups, all the sp and lp values can be stored in
o(n) bits. Then, at most O(n/ lg4 n) of them would store theΘ(lg2 n) in-between positions explicitly. This occupies at most
o(n) bits. For the remaining groups, each requires o(lp− sp) bits for the in-between positions. Again, these sum up to o(n)
bits. Thus, the space for the data structure follows.
Finally, to flip a bit in X , it corresponds to inserting or deleting a position in some group. Since each group contains
Θ(lg2 n) positions, the affected group (or affected groups, in case we need to perform group splitting ormerging tomaintain
the group size) can be updated by fixing at most O(lg2 n) positions, or performing at most O(lg2 n) flip in the auxiliary data
structure of Lemma 3. Both can be done in O(lg2 n) time. On the other hand, at most one si value is updated, inserted or
deleted, so thatW can be maintained in O(b) time. Since b ≥ lg2 n, the time for flip follows. This completes the proof of
the lemma. 
By combining Lemmas 1, 2 and 7, Theorem 2 is proved.
5. Searchable Partial Sums when k = O(lg lg n)
This section shows that when k = O(lg lg n), we can achieve the same tradeoff result as the Dynamic Bit Vector problem.
Precisely, sum and search take O(logb n) time, while update takes O(b) time.
Different sets of auxiliary data structureswill be used depending the range of b and the operations to be supported.When
b < lgO(1) n, the required tradeoff can be obtained by Lemma 2. In the remaining of this section, we thus focus on the case
when b ≥ lgO(1) n. See Table 2 for a quick reference.
We first describe the data structure for sum among the elements of the array A.
Lemma 8. Given a sequence of n non-negative k-bit integers that is stored in an array A, where k = O(lg lg n), and an auxiliary
data structure of size o(n) bits, we can support sum in O(logb n) time and update in O(b) time, for any parameter b with
lg2 n ≤ b ≤ n.
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Table 2
Auxiliary data structures for the SPS problem when k =
O(lg lg n).
sum + update search + update
b < lgO(1) n Lemma 2 Lemma 2
b ≥ lgO(1) n Lemma 8 Lemma 9
Proof. We partition the elements of A into groups of size lg2 n, and store each group using Lemma 3. We build a complete
b-ary tree, with each group represented by a leaf. Each node stores the LW -value, which is the sum of integers of A under
all its left siblings.
LetGdenote the group that containsA[i]. To supportsum(i), we can first traverse from the root to the leaf that corresponds
to G in the b-ary tree. Precisely, G is the ⌈i/ lg2 n⌉th leaf in the tree. The sum (say, σ1) of all the LW -values in the traversal
path is thus equal to the total sum of the values in the groups preceding G. Then, we perform a sum query within G, and
obtain the sum (say, σ2) of elements preceding A[i] within G. The required answer is thus equal to σ1 + σ2, and the total
time used is O(logb n).
On the other hand, the modification of the auxiliary data structure due to update takes O(b logb n) time. By setting the
branching factor of the b-ary tree from b to b1/2, update can now be settled in O(b) time, while keeping the time for sum
unaffected.
As for the space, apart from the explicit storage for the elements ofA, the tree occupies o(n) bits, since there areO(n/ lg2 n)
nodes and each requires O(lg(2kn)) = O(lg n) bits to store. For the leaves, in total they occupy o(n) bits. Thus, the total space
is o(n) bits. 
Next, we show how to support search and its update, as stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 9. Given a sequence of n non-negative k-bit integers that is stored in an array A, where k = O(lg lg n), and an auxiliary
data structure of o(n) bits of space, we can support search in O(logb n) time and update in O(b) time, for any parameter b with
lgO(1) n ≤ b ≤ n.
Proof. We partition the elements of A into groups of size lg3 n, and store each group using Lemma 3. Each group is given
an index from 1 to n/ lg3 n. We keep a dynamic bit vectorB of length n/ lg3 n using Theorem 2 to mark all the positive-sum
groups. Precisely, the ith bit is marked 1 if the the sum of the elements in the index-i group is non-zero (which is therefore
positive).
Let σt denote the sum of the elements in the tth positive-sum group. Note that each value of σt is at most 2k lg3 n =
O(lgO(1) n), so that it can be stored in O(lg lg n) bits of space. By setting L = n, we apply the data structure C of Theorem 1
on all the σt values.
Now, suppose that x is the element A[search(j)]. To support search(j) among all the elements of A, we perform a
search(j) on C, so that it returns which positive-sum group contains x. Suppose that it is the tth positive-group. Then, we
perform select(t) onB, which returns the index (say, p) of the group that contains x. Finally, a search within the index-p
group returns the rank (say, r) of x within the group. Thus, the required answer is p lg3 n + r . As there are O(1) steps, and
each taking at most O(logb n) time, the time bound follows.
The update time follows from straightforward calculation.
For the space, the structure C occupies o(n) bits (since it maintains n/ lg3 n values, each occupies O(lg lg n) bits), the bit
vector B occupies O(n/ lg3 n) bits, and all the groups can be stored in o(n) bits in addition to the array A. Thus, the total
space of the auxiliary data structure is o(n) bits. 
By combining Lemmas 2, 8 and 9, we have the following theorem:
Theorem 3. Given a sequence of n non-negative k-bit integers, where k = O(lg lg n), there is a data structure of kn+o(kn) bits of
space that supports sum and search in O(logb n) time and update in O(b) time, for any parameter b with lg n/ lg lg n ≤ b ≤ n.
6. The general Searchable Partial Sums
In this section, we investigate the Searchable Partial Sums problem when k = O(lgU). We first show a lower bound on
the time required for search, and then propose a data structurewhose tradeoff achieves such a lower bound in the extreme
case.
The lower bound is shown by a reduction from the Static Predecessor problem, which is defined as follows:
Definition 1. The Static Predecessor problem maintains a set S of n integers from a universe [1,U], and supports pred(x)
query which returns the largest integer in S that is at most x.
A special case of Theorem 7 in [1] gives the following lower bound on the Static Predecessor problem.
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Table 3
Auxiliary data structures for the SPS problem when k =
O(lgU).
sum+ update search+ update
b < lg3 n Lemma 2 Lemma 2
lg3 n ≤ b < lgτ n Lemma 13 Lemma 14
b ≥ lgτ n Lemma 13 Lemma 15
Lemma 10 ([1]). Suppose the computation model is a word RAMwith word size of O(lgU) bits. Any data structure for the Static
Predecessor problem on a set S of n integers from a universe [1,U], using O(n) words or O(n logU) bits, requires query time
Ω
√
lg n/ lg lg n

in the worst case.
Based on the predecessor lower bound, we have the following result.
Theorem 4. In the worst case, any data structure of size O(kn) bits for the Searchable Partial Sums requiresΩ
√
lg n/ lg lg n

time for search under the word RAM, irrespective of the update time.
Proof. By setting k = O(lgU), any Static Predecessor problem can be mapped to an instance of Searchable Partial Sums, such
that pred query in the former problem is reduced directly to the search query in the latter one. (Precisely, suppose the
Static Predecessor problem maintains the set S = s1, s2, . . . , sn with si ∈ [1,U] and si < si+1 for all i. Then, the reduction
creates an instance of Searchable Partial Sums that sets A[1] = s1 and A[i] = si − si−1 for i = 2, 3, . . . , n.) Together with the
lower bound result stated in Lemma 10, the lemma follows. 
The above theorem implies that the general Searchable Partial Sums problem cannot achieve the same tradeoff result of
O(logb n) time for sum and search and O(b) time for update, as in the case when k = O(lg lg n). (Otherwise, when b is set
to n, we get O(1) time for search, which contradicts with Theorem 4.)
In the remaining part, we propose a data structure for the general Searchable Partial Sums, as stated in the following
theorem.
Theorem 5. Given a sequence of n non-negative k-bit integers, where k = O(lgU), there is a data structure of kn+ o(kn) bits of
space that supports sum in O(logb n) time and update in O(b) time for any parameter b with lg n/ lg lg n ≤ b ≤ n. For search,
the time depends on the range of b as follows:
1. O(logb n) time when lg n/ lg lg n ≤ b ≤ lg3 n,
2. O(lg n/ lg lg n) time when lg3 n ≤ b ≤ lgτ n,
3. O(τ logb n) for lg
τ n ≤ b ≤ n,
where τ denotes the value ofmin

lg lg n lg lgU/ lg lg lgU,
√
lg n/ lg lg n

.
For ease of notation, we denote τ to be the same as in Theorem 5, for the remaining part of this section. As in the previous
section, different sets of auxiliary data structures will be used depending the range of b and the operations to be supported.
Firstly, when lg n/ lg lg n ≤ b ≤ lg3 n, the problem can be solved using Lemma 2. For the other case when lg3 n < b ≤ n,
we show that the problem can be solved using two auxiliary data structures, one for the sum query and the other for the
search query. See Table 3 for a quick reference.
Both auxiliary data structures for the latter case are of size o(kn), and they are built on top of a common representation
of the input sequence A (which is modified slightly from that in [25]) as follows.
Representation of A:
• We partition the sequence A into groups of size lg3 n.
– if k ≥ √lg n, within a group, we store only the partial sums. That is, for the sth group, we store B[1], B[2], . . . , B[lg3 n],
where B[i] =∑it=1 A[(s− 1) lg3 n+ t].
– Otherwise, each value of A is stored explicitly. Moreover, within each group, the elements are further partitioned into
O(k lg2 n) subgroups of size O(lg n/k). Each subgroup stores a subgr-sum, which is the total sum of values in all the
preceding subgroups (of the same group).
Immediately, we have the following observation.
Lemma 11. The representation of A occupies kn+ o(kn) bits. Moreover, it supports update in O(lg3 n) time.
Proof. By straightforward calculation. 
Based on this representation of A, the following shows that we can support sum and update in the required time bounds.
Next, we give the following simple lemma concerning sum and search query within each group.
Lemma 12. The representation of A supports sum in O(1) time and search in O(lg lg n) time among the lg3 n elements in any
group.
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Proof. If elements of A are represented by storing their partial sums, sum can be supported in O(1) time by random access,
while search can be supported in O(lg lg n) time by binary search.
Otherwise, the group is partitioned into subgroups of size O(lg n/k). Since we have subgr-sum stored for each subgroup,
sum and search among the subgroups can be done in O(1) time and O(lg lg n) time, respectively, as before. To complete the
discussion, we see that sum and search within a subgroup can be done in O(1) time, since the number of bits represented
by a subgroup is only O(log n), so that performing the desired sum or search can be done by the standard table lookup
technique [14,6] in O(1) time. (Note: The size of the required table is o(n) bits.) 
To support sum in general, we have the following result:
Lemma 13. Suppose that we have a sequence A of n non-negative k-bit integers that is stored in the above representation, where
k = O(lgU). Together with an auxiliary data structure of size o(kn) bits, we can support sum in O(logb n) time and update in
O(b) time, for any parameter b with lg3 n ≤ b ≤ n.
Proof. It follows from a minor adaptation of Theorem 3 in [25]. The idea is to maintain a complete b-ary tree with n/ log3 n
leaves, each leaf representing (the elements of) a group. Within each internal node v, we store the weight of v, which is the
total sum of elements in the subtree rooted at v. Consequently, sum can be supported by first traversing the b-ary tree in
O(logb n) time and then performing sum within a particular group in O(1) time as shown in Lemma 12. In summary, sum
can be done in O(logb n) time.
For update, it can be done in O(b logb n+ lg3 n) time. By reducing the branching factor from b to b/ lg n, the update time
becomes O(b+ lg3 n), which is O(b) for the range of bwe consider. 
To support search in general, we propose two different auxiliary data structures. The first one is shown by the following
lemma.
Lemma 14. Given a sequence A of n non-negative k-bit integers that is stored in the above representation, where k = O(lgU),
and an auxiliary data structure of o(kn) bits, we can support search and update in O(lg n/ lg lg n) time.
Proof. Let σi denote the total sum of elements in the ith group of the representation of A. The lemma follows from applying
the data structure of Lemma 4 on the n/ lg3 n values of σi. 
For the other auxiliary data structure, the result is shown by the following lemma.
Lemma 15. Given a sequence A of n non-negative k-bit integers that is stored in the above representation, where k = O(lgU),
and an auxiliary data structure of o(kn) bits, we can support search in O(τ logb n) time and update in O(b) time, for any
parameter b with lg3 n ≤ b ≤ n.
Proof. We use a complete b-ary tree on the groups of A. Define CW -value of a node to be the sum of values of all the leaves
under all its left siblings and itself. Each internal nodemaintains the distinct CW -values of its children using Beame and Fich’s
data structure [1], which uses O(bk) bits, supports O(τ )-time predecessor query and can be constructed in O(bτ) time. To
support search(j), we perform a traversal from the root to the group G that contains A[search(j)], which is then followed
by a search among G. The traversal is guided by one predecessor query at each level, so that the total time is O(τ logb n). The
total space used is o(kn) bits. Finally, update takes O(bτ logb n) time, which becomes O(b) by setting b to b1/3. 
Thus, we have given an auxiliary data structure for sum (Lemma 13), and two auxiliary data structures for search, which
are all based on the same representation of A. By choosing suitable combination of these data structures based on b, and
together with Lemma 2, we obtain the result of Theorem 5.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we have achieved succinct data structures that allow trade-off between query and update time for the
Searchable Partial Sums. When the item size k is O(lg lg n), our tradeoff is optimal. For the general case where k is O(lgU),
we have shown a lower bound of O(
√
lg n/ lg lg n) time for the search operation irrespective of the update time. This
implies that we cannot achieve the same tradeoff as for the case when k = O(lg lg n). On the other hand, we have proposed
a structure in which sum can be supported in O(logb n), update in O(b) time, and search in O(τ logb n) time where
τ = min{lg lg n lg lgU/ lg lg lgU,√lg n/ lg lg n}. The query times are optimal when b = nϵ .
The following problem remains open:
Raman et al. [25] have raised the question, for what value of k can we obtain a succinct data structure that supports
sum and search in O(logb n) time and update in O(b) time?
We are able to partly answer the question by showing that such a structure is achievable when k = O(lg lg n), while
giving a negative example that such a structure does not exist in general.
Therefore, our question is: what is the bound of k for such structure to exist?
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